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§ Internet of everything 
ú Connected everything

§ Knowledge everywhere anytime
ú Including hitherto unassailable academia/scientific
ú Knowledge-centric societies

§ ML and AI
ú Natural language accessibility to intelligent assistants

§ Work automation
ú Job transformation and job market impacts
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The era of disrupted everything?



§ V’s of big data challenge knowledge/learning
§ Connected, interdependent dynamic knowledge

ú Knowledge manipulation risks
§ Changing user expectations

ú Postmodernism era – skeptical of truth & experts
  Impacts on knowledge and learning
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§ Foundational challenges
§ Metadata challenges
§ Knowledge dynamics
§ Detecting and mediating knowledge issues
§ Integration and open/closed knowledge 

networks
§ Knowledge ownership and governance, 

defense, packaging, sharing, metrics, 
crowd-vetting
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§ A smart world changes how we learn: 
accessible knowledge 

§ Knowledge in certain areas rapidly changing
§ Academia-orientation: discipline applicability 

to teaching for a highly dynamic job market
§ Adaptive learning models
§ Partial knowledge of human learning state
§ Learning standardization in the postmodern 

age
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Welcome to the era of disruption.

Enjoy your next disruption!

you



Addressing Knowledge/ 
Learning in a Smart World

Insights about health care and the 

role of digital health from the 

perspective and experience of 

Canadians

DigitalWorld 2017
Nice, France



ABOUT THIS REPORT 

• This is a summary of digital health perspectives of more than 6,000 adult 

Canadians collected over three years from four public opinion surveys. Findings 

explore the level of awareness, understanding and perceived benefits of digital 

health, as well as current access and use of these services in Canada.

• The public opinion research studies used for this report have been commissioned 

by Canada Health Infoway (Infoway). Infoway regularly conducts public opinion 

surveys with Canadians as part of its commitment to listen to their perspectives 

and understand their needs.
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Level of agreement about how digital health helps 
health care providers1
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Importance for health records to be kept 
electronically so that they can be transferred 
within the health system
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Benefits of online access to health information or 
services2

4

Among Canadians who have accessed consumer digital health services (email, web services,

and/or virtual video visit), extent to which they agree or disagree to the above statements
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.

5

Use of a digital 

fitness/health tracker1

Previously shared data 

from digital 

fitness/health tracker1

Willingness to share data 

from digital fitness/health 

tracker1
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Q25. Why did you start using it?

Base: Respondents who use or have used a digital fitness or health tracker (n=433)

REASONS FOR USING DIGITAL FITNESS/HEALTH TRACKERS



Q19. For each of the following please indicate whether or not you LIKE TO be able to securely access this type of health information or service 
electronically/online

Base: Respondents with no current access to health provider electronically or have not accessed it within the past year (base sizes vary)

* Please note: Due to programming differences, this question is not trackable to previous years.

INTEREST IN DIFFERENT DIGITAL HEALTH BEHAVIOURS 
Among those who do not access to specific digital health service OR have not 
accessed specific digital health service if it was available.



Q20. What type(s) of device(s) would you use or have you used to access these services? 

Base: All respondents (n=1,982)

PREFERENCE OF DEVICE TO ACCESS DIGITAL HEALTH SERVICES



Access to digital health services and perspectives 
on privacy and security of health information2

9

% of Canadians that say any concerns about the 

privacy and security of their electronic health 

information are outweighed by their desire to have 

access to their health information online

Has current access to set of 

digital health services

Has NO current access to set of 

digital health services

*Statistically significant at p < 0.05 
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THANK YOU!
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Some Aspects of Knowledge Work 
Panel: Addressing Knowledge/Learning in a Smart World 

Guri Verne 

Department of Informatics, University of Oslo 

Norway 



Case: The Tax Authorities’ Call Centre 
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The call advisors’ knowledge work (Verne 2015) 



Knowledge can be 

• time critical 

• emergent and socially distributed  

– Not known in advance what is needed 

– Knowledge from many people is necessary  

• both local and general 
(Normark & Randall 2005) 

Information and its production and use must be 

considered together 
 (Ackerman et al. 2013)  
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Tax rules and regulations 

• Laws 

• Rules 

• Regulations 

• Procedures 

 

• Also 

– Conventions and local practices 

–  Practices of other public agencies 

– Online services 
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The advisors’ knowledge 

representations 
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? 

«Diagnosing» - understanding the question 

- The caller may ask «the wrong question»  

Matching the question with potential answers 
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Choices advisors make during a call.  
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The citizen needs to make meaning of the advicer’s answers. 

The advisor needs to understand the citizen’s issues.  

 

The advisors are  

 helping the citizen to understand the tax rules and system 

 helping them to match the rules with their own life situation  

 

Meeting the citizens where they are (Verne 2014): 

Long explanations or short replies when needed 

Teaching do-it-yourself when possible  

Calm anger  

Deflecting critique they cannot help 

 

 

Informal knowledge is important 
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Thank you!  



Decision Mining

Prof. Dr. Martijn Zoet
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Data Science

Intelligence Cycle
Design Cycle

Decision

NumbersProces

Access and 
Reporting
(Feedback)

Analysis
(Feed-
Forward)

H) How can we make it happen? (optimization)

G) What’s the best thing that can happen? / 
What will happen next? (predictive modeling)

F) What if these trends continue? 
(Forecasting / Extrapolation)

E) Why is this happening? (Statistical Analysis) - Feedback

C) What actions are needed? (Alert)

D) Where exactly is the problem? (Query / Drill Down)

B) How many, how often, where? (Ad Hoc Reports)

A) What happened? (Standard Reports)

Data

A) Decision Requirements 
Model e.g.: DRD

A) Proces Model
e.g.: BPMN

A) Fact Model

A) Process Mining
e.g.: Celonis

A) ‘Business Intelligence’
e.g.: QlikSense

A) Decision Mining
e.g.: Rapidminer

Overall
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Decision Mining

Prof. Dr. Martijn Zoet
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